
 
 
An Extraordinary Opportunity to Experience Japan 

JapanQuest Journeys embodies a uniquely different approach to experience 
the wonders of Japan; providing a way to "decode' Japan and to gain an insider's 
perspective---tapping into "in-the-know" locals that capture the imagination and 
attention of high-end travelers worldwide. With decades cultivating local 
relationships and uncovering special opportunities, our bespoke luxury journeys 
unlock the mysteries of Japan, making it truly accessible for our clients who want 
to experience a deeper side of the real Japan.  
We passionately believe that JapanQuest Journeys is uniquely positioned to 
offer luxury Japan travel with an unparalleled single country focus and an 
extraordinary high-touch service model. Starting with world class 
accommodations in some of the most exciting places in Japan, and supported by 
local concierge staff throughout your stay, we take the visitor experience a step 
further by offering a choice of journeys through the Japan that only true locals 
would know. Japan is vibrant, exceptionally interesting, filled with a rich 
cultural heritage that permeates every corner of the country.  
We know Japan exceedingly well and bring a wealth of experience to you based 
upon years of living in and traveling throughout the country---delving into its social, 
cultural and historic backbone. Japan is a fascinating place and you will 
thoroughly enjoy how you experience this amazing country with us.     
 
Scott Gilman                                                 Philip Rosenfeld 
Managing Director & Co-Founder                Managing Director & Co-Founder    

An Unforgettable Journey  
 
Let JapanQuest Journeys expertly 
lead you on an unforgettable and 
compelling trip full of intimate 
discoveries, through the seasons 
of a country traditional yet 
modern, and rich in scenic beauty 
and cultural heritage. We will give 
you unsurpassed access by leading 
you to the hidden spots of authentic 
Japan elusive to all but the locals. 
We offer you the opportunity to 
experience Japan as only an 
insider can do. We will show you the most exciting and timeless places that 
remain off well-trodden paths, and offer you the chance to explore Japan's 
mysteries and delights undisturbed and in-depth, unlocking centuries-old secrets 
one by one throughout your journey. It is impossible to see it all but we will 
make sure that you see the best. 

 



 

 
   

 
Tailor-Made for High-End Travelers Worldwide   

 
Our clients seek an extraordinary 
"tailor-made" luxury travel 
experience and represent high-
end travelers worldwide; 
discerning individuals who want 
platinum service and desire to go 
beyond the surface and immerse 
themselves in Japan.  We focus 
on your interests; engaging the 
finest planners, personal 
concierges, guides and drivers that 
exude the highest levels of 

knowledge, resourcefulness and thoughtful professionalism. Your journey is 
completely customized, trouble-free and collaborative---reflecting your interests 
and desires brought together with our creativity, expertise and access.  Our first-
hand knowledge of the best of the best in hotels, inns, restaurants, sites and 
special experiences leads you to the secret, impossible to find spots that are 
illusive to most. 

 
 
Contact Us  
 

JapanQuest Journeys is a boutique firm specializing in bespoke "tailor-
made" luxury journeys to Japan with an unparalleled and undiluted single-
country focus. With offices in the US and Japan, we deliver a wealth of unique 
Japanese expertise based upon decades of first-hand experiences and an intimate 
understanding of the cultural, historic and modern landscape. We will share 
extraordinary experiences and insider access---making available the "real" 
Japan through an extensive network of locally cultivated relationships. 
 
Please call us today at 202-455-0095 or email us at 
info@japanquestjourneys.com to begin planning your ‘bespoke luxury journey 
to Japan.’ 
 
With offices in Washington, DC and Tokyo, Japan, JapanQuest Journeys' in-
country presence brings the best of Japan to you.  
 
Learn all about what we have to offer by visiting us at 
www.japanquestjourneys.com. 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